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Abstrat
This paper desribes a topologial searh for an invisibly deaying Higgs boson, H, produed via
the Bjorken proess (e+e− → HZ). The analysis is based on data reorded using the OPAL de-
tetor at LEP at entre-of-mass energies from 183 to 209GeV orresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of 629 pb
−1
. In the analysis only hadroni deays of the Z boson are onsidered. A
san over Higgs boson masses from 1 to 120GeV and deay widths from 1 to 3000GeV revealed
no indiation for a signal in the data. From a likelihood ratio of expeted signal and Standard
Model bakground we determine upper limits on ross-setion times branhing ratio to an invis-
ible nal state. For moderate Higgs boson deay widths, these range from about 0.07 pb (MH =
60GeV) to 0.57 pb (MH = 114GeV). For deay widths above 200GeV the upper limits are of the
order of 0.15 pb. The results an be interpreted in general senarios prediting a large invisible
deay width of the Higgs boson. As an example we interpret the results in the so-alled stealthy
Higgs senario. The limits from this analysis exlude a large part of the parameter range of this
senario experimentally aessible at LEP 2.
(To be submitted to Eur. Phys. J.)
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1 Introdution
An intense searh for the Higgs boson was undertaken by all of the four LEP experiments in
various Standard Model and nonStandard Model searh hannels. Searhes for the Standard
Model Higgs boson, exploiting the predition for its deay modes and also searhes for invisible
Higgs boson deays as predited by various extensions of the Standard Model exluded Higgs
masses up to 114.4GeV [1, 2℄. These latter searhes assumed a rather small invisible deay width
omparable to the predited Standard Model deay width for a light Higgs boson and well below
the experimentally ahievable mass resolution of about 3 to 5GeV.
Reent theories that postulate the existene of additional spatial dimensions oer a new
possibility for invisible Higgs deays [3℄. In suh theories the Plank mass is lowered to the TeV
range and a rih spetrum of new partiles appears, like gravisalars in the ase of at extra
dimensions. Hene the Higgs boson an mix with the gravisalars, whih leads to a missing
energy signature in the detetor [3℄. This mixing an result in a large invisible deay width of
the Higgs boson, depending on the model parameters, and would therefore alter the Standard
Model branhing ratios. As a onsequene of the broadening of the Higgs resonane in the
reoil mass spetrum, the signal-to-bakground ratio an deteriorate signiantly. In a worst
ase senario, searhes optimised under the assumption of a narrow Higgs resonane might have
missed the detetion of a kinematially aessible Higgs boson at LEP.
This paper desribes a searh for the Higgs boson, H, whih imposes no onstraints on the
total deay width. The Higgs boson is assumed to be produed in assoiation with a Z boson
via the Bjorken proess, e+e− → HZ, where the Z is required to deay hadronially and the
invisible Higgs boson is deteted as missing energy EMIS in the event. The results are presented
in a model-independent way in terms of limits on the Bjorken prodution ross-setion times
branhing ratio, σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS), at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV, where
ΓH is the BreitWigner width of the Higgs boson. A simple model extending the Standard
Model with additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds whih interat strongly with the
Higgs boson (stealthy Higgs senario [4℄) is hosen as an example for the interpretation of the
result. This interation gives rise to a large invisible deay width of the Higgs boson. This
dediated searh expands on the previous deay-mode-independent searh [5℄ arried out by the
OPAL Collaboration whih reported for the rst time limits on the HZ prodution ross-setion,
interpreted in the stealthy Higgs model.
The paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 introdues the stealthy Higgs senario. Setion
3 gives details about the modelling of signal and bakground. Setion 4 desribes the searh and
the results are interpreted in Setion 5. We summarise the results in Setion 6.
2 The stealthy Higgs senario
In general renormalisable theories there might be other fundamental salars, in addition to the
Standard Model Higgs boson, that do not interat with normal matter. To investigate the inu-
ene of a hidden salar setor on the Higgs observables the stealthy Higgs senario onjetures
the existene of additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds alled phions. Radiative or-
retions to weak proesses are not sensitive to the presene of singlets in the theory beause no
Feynman graphs ontaining singlets appear at the one-loop level. Sine eets at the two-loop
level are below the experimental preision, the presene of a singlet setor is not ruled out by any
LEP 1 preision data [4℄. These phions would not interat via the strong or eletro-weak fores,
but ouple only to the Higgs boson [4℄, thus oering invisible deay modes to the Higgs. The
width of the Higgs resonane an beome large if either the number of suh singlets, N , or the
oupling, ω, is large, thus leading to a broad mass spetrum reoiling against the reonstruted
Z boson.
4
Negleting the fermioni part for the moment, the Lagrangian of the salar setor in this
model, adding only four new parameters to the Standard Model, is given by
Lscalar = LHiggs + Lphion + Linteraction (1)
LHiggs = −∂µφ†∂µφ− λ (φ†φ− v
2
2
)2 (2)
Lphion = −1
2
∂µ~ϕ ∂
µ~ϕ− 1
2
m2phion ~ϕ
2 − κ
8N
(~ϕ2)2 (3)
Linteraction = − ω
2
√
N
~ϕ2 φ†φ. (4)
The term LHiggs desribes the usual Standard Model Higgs doublet φ aquiring the Standard
Model vauum expetation value, v, and having its self-oupling λ. In the free Lagrangian of
salar singlets, Lphion, the singlets with massmphion are denoted as the O(N)-symmetri multiplet
~ϕ. The phions also have a self-oupling κ, whih is xed at κ(2MZ) = 0, to allow for the widest
parameter range of the model. The self oupling term entering loop alulations is suppressed like
1/N . The interation term between the Higgs and the additional phions, Linteraction, leads to the
phenomenologial onsequene of invisible Higgs deays beause the Higgs boson ouples to the
phions independently of their mass. The strength of the oupling is instead proportional to the
oupling onstant ω, whih is a free parameter of the model. Even though the vauum-indued
mass term of the phions after the symmetry-breaking is suppressed like 1/
√
N [4℄, the phions
our in loop orretions to the Higgs boson propagator and therefore aet the resonane width
of the Higgs boson. An analyti expression [6℄ for the hange in the Higgs width ompared to
the Standard Model deay width, ΓSM, an be found in the limit N → ∞, when negleting the
self-oupling of the phions as a small eet:
ΓH(MH) = ΓSM(MH) +
ω2v2
32πMH
×
√
1− 4m2phion/M2H. (5)
The ross-setion for the Bjorken proess an be alulated from Equations 9 and 10 of refer-
ene [4℄. Using the parametrisation for the invisible deay width (Equation 1 and 2 in [7℄) one
an express the total ross-setion for the prodution and invisible deay by
σ(e+e−→Z+EMIS) =
∫
dsI σ(e+e−→ZH)(sI)
√
sI Γ
inv
H
π((M2H − sI)2 + sI Γ2H)
. (6)
Here sI denotes the invariant mass squared of the invisible deay produts of the Higgs boson.
The prodution rate of these invisible masses is given by the Standard Model ross-setion
1
σ(e+e−→ZH)(sI) for a Higgs boson of mass
√
sI . Hene the Standard Model ross-setion om-
pletely determines the dependene of the total ross-setion on the entre-of-mass energy (see e.g.
in [8℄). Therefore the total ross-setion goes rapidly to zero for Higgs boson masses above the
kinemati limit. The eet of the onvolution with the Breit-Wigner-like funtion is a broadening
of the resonane in the reoil mass spetrum and hene a dilution of the signal-to-bakground
ratio. In extreme ases of large invisible deay width one ould expet the Higgs reoil mass spe-
trum to mimi the bakground. In suh extreme ases even a light and kinematially aessible
Higgs boson might have esaped detetion at LEP.
In Setion 5.2 we derive limits on the stealthy Higgs model under the assumption of mphion =
0. By simulating signal spetra for dierent Higgs boson massesMH and widths ΓH, we set limits
in the ω-MH plane in the large N limit.
1
By hoosing ω > 0 one an prevent the phions from aquiring a non-zero vauum expetation value and avoid
a Higgs-phion mixing due to a non-diagonal mass matrix. In ase of non-zero mixing, the ouplings of the lightest
salar to the gauge boson would derease proportional to the osine of the mixing angle. As a onsequene the
ross-setion of the Bjorken proess would be lowered.
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3 Data sets and Monte Carlo samples
3.1 The OPAL detetor and event reonstrution
The OPAL detetor [9℄, operated between 1989 and 2000 at LEP, had nearly omplete solid
angle
3
overage and exellent hermetiity. The innermost detetor of the entral traking was a
high-resolution silion mirostrip vertex detetor [10℄ whih lay immediately outside the beam
pipe. The silion mirovertex detetor was surrounded by a high preision vertex drift hamber,
a large volume jet hamber, and zhambers whih measured the z oordinates of traks, all in a
uniform 0.435T axial magneti eld. A lead-glass eletromagneti alorimeter with presampler
was loated outside the magnet oil. In ombination with the forward alorimeters, a forward
ring of lead-sintillator modules (the gamma ather), a forward sintillating tile ounter [9, 11℄,
and the silion-tungsten luminometer [12℄, the alorimeters provided a geometrial aeptane
down to 25 mrad from the beam diretion. The silion-tungsten luminometer served to measure
the integrated luminosity using small angle Bhabha sattering events [13℄. The magnet return
yoke was instrumented with streamer tubes and thin gap hambers for hadron alorimetry and
is surrounded by several layers of muon hambers.
The analysis is based on data olleted with the OPAL detetor at LEP 2 from 1997 to
2000 at entre-of-mass energies between 183 and 209GeV. The integrated luminosity analysed
is 629.1 pb
−1
. To ompare with the Standard Model Monte Carlo the data are binned in ve
nominal entre-of-mass-energy points, orresponding to the energies at whih the Monte Carlo
is produed, as detailed in Table 1.
A fast online ltering algorithm lassies the events as multi-hadroni. Events are reon-
struted from traks and energy deposits (lusters) in the eletromagneti and hadroni alorime-
ters. All traks and energy lusters satisfying quality requests similar to those desribed in [14℄
are assoiated to form energy ow objets. The measured energies are orreted for double
ounting of energy in the traking hambers and alorimeters by the algorithm desribed in [14℄.
Global event variables, suh as transverse momentum and visible mass, are then reonstruted
from these objets and all events are fored into a two-jet topology using the Durham algorithm
[15℄.
3.2 Signal and bakground modelling
To determine the detetion eieny for a signal from an invisibly deaying Higgs boson and the
amount of expeted bakground from Standard Model proesses, several Monte Carlo samples
are used. Signal events for a hypothetial Higgs boson mass MH deaying with arbitrary broad
width ΓH are simulated by reweighting invisibly deaying events of type H → χ01χ01. The mass
of neutralinos χ01 is hosen suh that the Higgs boson with mass mi an deay into a pair of
neutralinos, whih leave the detetor without being deteted. These Higgs bosons with deays
into `invisible' partiles are generated with masses mi from 1GeV to 120GeV with the HZHA [16℄
generator. The HZHA events are generated assuming the Standard Model prodution ross-
setion σ(e+e−→ZH) for the Higgs boson. The test masses mi are spaed in steps of 1GeV. The
spaing of the test masses is hosen suh that they are not resolved by the detetor in the signal
yielded after a reweighting proedure desribed in the following. From Equation 6 one extrats
the event weights wi(mi;MH,ΓH) for a mass point mi ontributing to the searh for a Higgs
boson of mass MH and total deay width ΓH. The total deay width ΓH is dened as the sum of
3
OPAL used a right-handed oordinate system. The z axis pointed along the diretion of the eletron beam
and the x axis was horizontal pointing towards the entre of the LEP ring. The polar angle θ was measured with
respet to the z axis, the azimuthal angle φ with respet to the x axis.
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Standard Model width and invisible width ΓinvH .
wi(mi;MH,ΓH) =
dσ
dmi
(mi)∑120GeV
mj=1GeV
dσ
dmj
(mj)
(7)
dσ
dmi
(mi) =
σ(e+e−→ZH)(mi) 2m
2
iΓ
inv
H
π((M2H −m2i )2 +m2iΓ2H)
. (8)
The Standard Model ross-setion σ(e+e−→ZH) for the Bjorken prodution proess in Equation 8
propagates the entre-of-mass energy dependene of the total ross-setion into the weights. The
unweighted signal Monte Carlo samples ontain 2000 events per mass pointmi. In the reweighted
signal Monte Carlo sample all test masses ontribute aording to their weight. The reweighted
masses MH range from 1 to 120GeV spaed in steps of 1GeV. The smallest width simulated
by this proedure is a ΓH of 1GeV and the largest a ΓH of 3TeV. The detetion eieny for
a Higgs boson with MH and ΓH is estimated by the sum of seleted event weights assuming
binomial errors.
The lasses of Standard Model bakground proesses onsidered are two-photon
2
, two- and
four-fermion proesses. For simulation of bakground proesses the following generators are
used: KK2F [17℄ and PYTHIA [18℄ (qq¯(γ)), GRC4F [19℄ (four-fermion proesses), PHOJET [20℄,
HERWIG [21℄, Vermaseren [22℄ (hadroni and leptoni two-photon proesses). For Monte Carlo
generators other than HERWIG, the hadronisation is done using JETSET 7.4 [18℄. The integrated
luminosity of the main bakground Monte Carlo samples is at least 15 times the statistis of the
data for the two-fermion bakground, 24 times for the four-fermion bakground and 30 times for
the two-photon bakground. The Monte Carlo events are passed through a detailed simulation
of the OPAL detetor [23℄ and are reonstruted using the same algorithms as for the real data.
4 Searh for e+e− → HZ with Z→ qq¯ and H→ EMIS nal state
The event seletion is intended to be eient for the omplete range of possible Higgs masses
MH and orresponding deay widths ΓH studied in this searh. The preseletion uts remain
relatively loose beause the nal disrimination between signal and bakground is done by a
likelihood-based seletion. The optimised likelihood seletion has to aount for the fat that
the kinematial properties of the signal hange onsiderably over the range of masses and width
hypotheses onsidered.
4.1 Event topologies
The signal signature is generally haraterised by an aoplanar two-jet system from the Z boson
deay. We use the term `aoplanar' for jet pairs if the two jet axes and the beam axis are
not onsistent with lying in a single plane. The deay produts of the Z boson are preferentially
emitted into the entral part of the detetor, reoiling against the invisibly deaying Higgs boson.
This is beause, in ontrast to the irreduible bakground of ZZ → qq¯ νν whih is produed
with an angular dependene of the dierential ross-setion proportional to cos2 θ, the Bjorken
proess is proportional to sin2 θ. The Higgs boson deay leads to a large missing momentum and
a signiant amount of missing energy. In two-photon proesses, where the inoming eletron
and positron are sattered at low angles, usually one or both of the eletrons remain undeteted.
Events of this type have large missing momentum with the missing momentum vetor, ~pMIS,
2
Two-photon interations our when an eletron and a positron at high energies and in lose proximity emit
a pair of photons whih interat via the eletromagneti fore to generate a fermion pair.
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pointing at low angles to the beam axis. The two-photon events have a small visible invariant
mass MVIS and a tiny transverse momentum p
T
MIS but a onsiderable longitudinal momentum
along the z-axis in the ommon ase that the two photons do not have equal energy. Due to
these speial harateristis this bakground an be easily redued to a negligible level.
The two-fermion bakground important for this searh onsists of Z/γ∗ → qq¯(γ) events.
These events tend to have a big ross-setion if one or more initial state radiation photons
(abbreviated as ISR photons) are emitted so that the eetive entre-of-mass energy
√
s′ is
redued to a value near the Z-resonane (so-alled radiative return events). The emission of ISR
photons happens predominantly at small polar angles. In ase of a mismeasurement or esape
of the ISR photons through the beam pipe these events have a sizeable missing momentum
preferentially oriented at small polar angles, lose to the beam pipe. In suh events the two jets
are almost oplanar.
The most diult bakground to separate is four-fermion proesses with neutrinos in the
nal state, suh as W+W−→ ℓ±ν qq¯ and W±e∓ν → qq¯e∓ν with the harged lepton esaping
detetion. The irreduible bakground to this searh stems from ZZ → ννqq¯ (about 28% of all
ZZ deays) leading to a signature indistinguishable from a signal event with a Higgs mass lose
to the Z boson mass. The vetor bosons are usually not produed at rest, leading to a transverse
momentum of the two-jet system and therefore to a large aoplanarity of the jets, as in the signal
ase. Furthermore, the missing momentum vetor points into the entral detetor more often
than for the two-fermion ase. To disriminate between this bakground and the signal one an
exploit the dierene in the angular distribution of the dierential prodution ross-setion.
4.2 Preseletion
The nal disrimination between signal and bakground is made using a likelihood seletion.
Therefore the preseletion uts remain relatively loose. From ut No.(5) onwards the ut values
have been tuned at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV using a simple gure of merit (FoM) that
is independent of the a priori unknown signal ross-setion. Given only the signal eieny ǫ
and the bakground expetation Bexp as a funtion of a ut, this gure is dened as FoM =
2.1×√Bexp + 2.4/ǫ. This FoM gives a reasonable approximation to the median number of signal
events that an be exluded at 95% ondene level using the likelihood ratio. Hene a smaller
FoM orresponds to a better preseletion.
In order to redue the amount of bakground data only a subset fullling the following quality
riteria is analysed. The following uts remove almost all the two-photon bakground:
(1) To redue two-photon and aelerator indued bakground, trak riteria are applied de-
manding that more than 20% of all traks be qualied as good measured traks [24℄ and
that at least 6 of them be found.
(2) A forward energy veto rejets events with more than 5GeV in either the left or right
ompartment of the gamma ather alorimeters or the silion tungsten luminometers.
Events with more than 2GeV in the forward alorimeters are also removed.
(3) The missing transverse momentum pTMIS should exeed 1GeV and MVIS has to be larger
than 4GeV.
(4) Less than 20% of the measured visible energy EVIS should be loated lose to the beam
pipe in the region | cos θ| > 0.9.
(5) The visible energy EVIS must be less than 90% of
√
s.
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(6) It is required that the visible mass of the event should be of order MZ, i.e. 55GeV <
MVIS < 105GeV. An asymmetri ut around the Z mass is hosen, sine with inreasing
Higgs mass MH the Z bosons will be more and more o-shell.
The remaining bakgrounds at this stage, whih are more diult to remove, are mismeasured
Z/γ∗ → qq¯ events, four-fermion proesses with neutrinos in the nal state, suh as W+W− →
ℓ±νqq¯ and W±e∓ν → qq¯e∓ν with the harged lepton esaping detetion (see Table 2).
(7) To selet events that are well measured in the detetor with a visible mass MVIS lose to
MZ and a sizeable transverse momentum p
T
VIS the following riterion is applied: MVIS +
5× pTVIS >
√
s/2
(8) A large part of the qq¯ events and the remaining two-photon bakground is eliminated by
requiring the visible transverse momentum pTVIS > 6GeV.
(9) To remove bakgrounds in whih partiles go undeteted down the beam pipe, the pro-
jetion of the visible momentum along the beam axis, pzVIS, is required to be less than
0.294
√
s.
(10) To redue the radiative qq¯(γ) bakground, the polar angle of the missing momentum vetor
must lie within the region | cos θMIS| < 0.9.
(11) The axes of both jets, reonstruted with the Durham algorithm, are required to have
a polar angle satisfying | cos θ| < 0.9 to ensure good ontainment. Furthermore this ut
exploits the fat that events of the WW and ZZ bakground are produed aording to an
angular distribution proportional to cos2 θ.
(12) The remaining bakground from Z/γ∗ → qq¯ is haraterised by two jets that tend to be
bak-to-bak with small aoplanarity angles, in ontrast to signal events in whih the jets
are expeted to have some aoplanarity angle due to the reoiling Higgs boson. Here the
aoplanarity angle φACOPLAN is dened as 180
◦ − φjj where φjj is the angle between the
two jets in the plane perpendiular to the beam axis. This bakground is suppressed by
requiring that the jet-jet aoplanarity angle be larger than 5◦.
(13) W+W− events with one of the W bosons deaying leptonially and the other deaying
into hadroni jets are rejeted by requiring that the events have no isolated leptons. In
this ontext, leptons are low-multipliity jets with one, two or three traks, assoiated to
eletromagneti or hadroni energy lusters, having an invariant mass of less than 2.5GeV
and momentum in exess of 5GeV. In the ase of a single-trak andidate, the lepton is
onsidered isolated if there are no additional traks within an isolation one of 25
◦
half-
angle, and if the eletromagneti energy ontained between ones of 5
◦
and 25
◦
half-angle
around the trak does not exeed 5% of the sum of the trak energy and the eletromagneti
energy within the 5
◦
half angle one. In the ase of a two- or three-trak andidate,
onsisting of the traks and eletromagneti or hadroni energy lusters onned to a one
of 7
◦
half-angle, the lepton is onsidered isolated if the sum of trak and eletromagneti
energy between the 7
◦
half-angle one and a 25
◦
half-angle isolation one does not exeed
15% of the lepton energy.
For eah individual entre-of-mass energy there is good agreement between the numbers of ex-
peted bakground events and observed andidates after the preseletion. Table 2 gives the
number of preseleted events summed over all entre-of-mass energies. Figure 1 shows the dis-
tributions for bakground lasses summed over all entre-of-mass energies and three arbitrarily
saled signal distributions (at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV). The eienies of the pres-
eletion vary on average between 39% and 55% for small deay widths and between 45% and
53% for larger deay widths above ΓH = 100GeV.
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4.3 Likelihood analysis
To onsider the hanging kinemati properties of the signal hypotheses in an optimal way, ve
dierent likelihood-based analyses for the signal and bakground disrimination were applied
after the preseletion. By a likelihood analysis we denote the ombination of a set of likelihood
input variables, a so-alled likelihood, and the orresponding referene distributions of these
variables. The referene distributions are lled with events of the spei lasses for whih the
likelihood is alulated. The lasses onsidered in this searh are the two- and four-fermion
bakgrounds and the signal events. The two-photon events are negligible after the preseletion.
The searh uses ombinations of two likelihoods and three xed signal mass ranges for unweighted
referene histograms.
To ompare the kinemati properties of a seleted data event to the hypothesis (MH,ΓH)
when evaluating the likelihood, one in priniple has to ll weighted signal referene distributions
for eah hypothesis (MH,ΓH). This will soon lead to an unmanageable tehnial eort, given the
number of hypotheses sanned. Therefore a ompromise was sought in whih ertain kinemati
properties of the signal were emphasised and simultaneously the number of referene histograms
kept small. This was ahieved by lling unweighted signal referene histograms. For most of the
(MH,ΓH) hypotheses all signal masses were used for lling the referene histograms. This reets
the fat that for a very large deay width of the Higgs boson the possible values of kinematial
variables are also smeared out over a large range. It was, however, found that the sensitivity of
the likelihood seletion (i.e. the median expeted upper limits on σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS))
ould be inreased further for small widths below 50GeV by lling referene histograms with
signal masses from 50-80GeV and from 80-120GeV for intermediate and heavy Higgs boson
masses respetively. A rst likelihood was designed for a signal onsisting of small masses (MH
< 80GeV) or large masses and a very large width (ΓH ≥ 110GeV). In this likelihood input
variables are used exploiting the harateristis of the dominant fration of light masses in the
signal mass distribution. However for signal masses above MH = 80GeV and small or moderate
(i.e. below 110GeV) deay widths, the ontribution of large masses dominates the signal mass
distribution. In this ase the kinematis and topology of the signal events are determined by
the higher masses lose to the kinemati limit. A seond likelihood is therefore built with input
variables optimised for suh signal harateristis. In the following the hoie of the inputs for
the two optimised likelihoods are presented.
The rst three input variables are used in both likelihoods (see Figure 3) .
(1) (1 + P(MVIS ≡ MZ))−1
P(MVIS ≡ MZ) is the probability of a kinematial χ2 t of the jet four-vetors under the
assumption that the invariant mass of the two jets is ompatible with the Z boson mass.
This variable depends only weakly on the Higgs mass. For events with non-onverging t
the probability is set to zero. They therefore aumulate at a value of 1.
(2) − log y32
The Durham algorithm groups two energy ow objets i and j into a jet as long as their
separation in phase spae yij = 2 ×min(E2i , E2j ) × (1 − cos(θij)/E2VIS is smaller then the
ut value ycut. The number of jets in a event is predened to be 2, y32 is the value of ycut
where the two-jet topology of the event hanges to a three-jet topology. Hene the negative
logarithm of the so-alled jet resolution parameter y32 is a measure for the jet topology
being more two-jet like (large value of − log y32) or three-jet like (small value of − log y32).
(3) pTMIS/
√
s
The transverse missing momentum pTMIS is one of the most prominent harateristis of
signal-like events, but depends very muh on the Higgs boson mass. For a heavy Higgs
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boson produed lose to the kinemati threshold almost at rest, the Z boson has almost no
boost and deays into two more or less bak-to-bak jets. In this ase the disriminating
power of the variable is lost.
The next three variables (see Figure 4) omplete the rst likelihood, whih is used for all Higgs
masses in the domain of very large width > 110GeV or low Higgs masses < 80GeV.
(4) φACOL
The aolinearity angle φACOL of the two-jet system is obtained by subtrating the three-
dimensional angle between the reonstruted jet-axes from 180◦. Events ontaining a low-
mass Higgs boson exhibit on average a larger aolinearity than the bakground.
(5) | cos θ∗|
The Gottfried-Jakson angle θ∗, is dened as the angle between the ight diretion of the
Z boson in the laboratory frame and the diretion of the deay produts of the Z boson
boosted into the Z boson rest-frame. The variable tends to have smaller values for the
signal.
(6) − log y21
The variable − log y21 is analogous to − log y32 and measures the ompatibility of the event
with a two-jet topology. Two-jet events tend to aumulate at small values of − log y21.
The last three variables (see Figure 5) tune the seond likelihood to beome more sensitive for
large Higgs boson masses and small to moderate widths.
(7) EMaxJET/
√
s
The variable EMaxJET measures the energy of the most energeti of the two jets. This is on
average higher for the four-fermion bakground, due to the boost of the W and Z pairs,
whereas heavy Higgs bosons and a Z boson are produed at rest.
(8) RPti
This variable is the signiane of the aoplanarity between the two jets, taking into aount
detetor resolution and aeptane. The disrimination power is enhaned by weighting
the aoplanarity with the average jet polar angle, sine transverse jet diretions are more
preisely measured at large polar angles. Signal events tend to have a more signiant
aoplanarity and thus larger values of RPti than bakground. The preise denition of RPti
an be found in the OPAL analyses of ZZ→ qqνν events [25℄.
(9) (MVIS +MMIS)/(MVIS −MMIS)
This variable, desribed in [26℄, uses two strongly orrelated quantities, the invariant miss-
ing mass MMIS and the visible mass of the event MVIS. Depending on the mass reon-
strution auray it an have positive or negative values. The signal distribution of this
variable is broader and aumulates at higher values than for the two- and four-fermion
events, whih are distributed more narrowly around the origin.
From the two likelihoods and three ranges of signal masses lled in the referene histograms
one has six analyses to searh for the dierent hypotheses in MH and ΓH. The study of the
median expeted σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS) shows that ve of these six are suient to have
an optimally eient analysis for eah signal hypothesis haraterised byMH and ΓH (see Figure
2) in the range studied. Likelihood 1 was not used with the referene distribution lled for the
signal mass range of 80 to 120GeV. Figure 6 a) to ) and g) to h) display examples for the
likelihood distributions of all ve analyses used. In the histograms the events seleted at all
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ve entre-of-mass energies are added up, although eah entre-of-mass energy was evaluated
separately in the limit setting as explained in Setion 5.1. The appropriate likelihood was al-
ulated for eah bakground, data and signal event. In ase of a signal event it was added to
the histogram with the weight dened in Equation 7. The number of expeted signal events is
normalised aording to Equation 6. The use of dierent analyses gives rise to varying shapes of
the likelihood distributions of the bakground. Also the various shapes of the signal likelihood
distributions are visible for dierent MH and ΓH. Sine the form of the likelihood distributions
for signal and bakground an yield additional information in the limit alulation, only a loose
ut is applied in the likelihood seletion, requiring a signal likelihood larger than 0.2.
4.4 Corretion of bakground and signal eienies
A orretion is applied to the number of expeted bakground events and the signal eienies
due to noise in the detetors in the forward region whih is not modelled by the Monte Carlo.
The forward energy veto used in the preseletion an aidentally be triggered by mahine bak-
grounds. The orretion fator is derived from the study of random beam rossings, and applied
individually for eah year of data taking. Random beam rossing events were reorded when no
physis trigger was ative. The fration of events that fail the veto on ativity in the forward
region is below 3.4% for all runs analysed. The detailed breakdown of the fration of aidentally
vetoed events is given in the last olumn of Table 1.
4.5 Systemati unertainties
A possible signal in the data would reveal itself by altering the shapes of the distributions of
the disriminating variables. Thus a systemati deviation in the desription of a reonstruted
observable between Standard Model Monte Carlo and a data sample in whih the signal is absent,
ould wrongly be attributed to the presene of a signal.
The systemati unertainties in the Monte Carlo desription of the kinemati event variables
are studied in two ontrol samples at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV. In the rst ontrol
sample, alled two-fermion ontrol-sample in the following, radiative returns ontributing to the
qq¯(γ) proesses with photons deteted at large angles are seleted and the tagged ISR photon
is removed from the event in Monte Carlo and data. This reates a qq¯-like topology with
missing momentum at large angles. The seond ontrol sample, alled four-fermion ontrol-
sample, is obtained by seleting W+W− → qq¯lν events and removing the identied isolated
lepton from the events in Monte Carlo and data. After this proedure ontrol samples possess a
topology very similar to signal events. For all kinemati variables x of the preseletion and the
likelihood seletion the mean x and the width of the distribution (RMS) are ompared between
Monte Carlo and data, for the two-fermion and four-fermion ontrol-samples. The observables
in the two-fermion and four-fermion Monte Carlo are then modied separately aording to
xNEWMC = (x
OLD
MC − xMC) × RMSDATARMSMC + xDATA. Then all ve likelihood seletions are repeated
separately and the relative hange in the number of seleted events ompared to the unmodied
ase is taken as the systemati unertainty.
Sine the analysis labelled A1 in Table 3 is used over a large range of the searh plane
(see Figure 2), the systemati unertainties on the bakground determined in this analysis A1
are taken as an estimate for the bakground for all analyses. To determine the eet of the
systemati unertainty on the signal eienies, one has to take into aount the fat that
the kinemati properties of the signal depend on the assumed Higgs mass and deay width.
Twelve representative hypotheses are studied with MH hosen to be 20, 60 or 110GeV and
ΓH taking values of 5, 20, 70 and 200GeV. For these hypotheses the signal Monte Carlo is
modied aording to the four-fermion orretion fators, representing the dominant remaining
bakground after the ut on the signal likelihood. The relative hange in seleted event weights
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ompared to the unmodied ase is then taken as an estimate of the systemati unertainty on
the signal eieny for a given hypothesis. The root-mean-square of all twelve hypotheses is
applied as an (MH,ΓH)-independent estimate for the whole searh area and for all entre-of-mass
energies (see Table 4).
The W pairs are very eetively redued in the preseletion by the isolated lepton veto. Due
to the importane of this veto the unertainty from the lepton isolation angle and the vetoed one
energy is studied in the following way. The half-one angle of the outer one is inreased and
dereased by two degrees, following the studies in [27℄, and the relative eet on the seletion
determined. Furthermore the one energy is varied by 7.4% and the analyses are repeated.
The value of the one energy resaling is determined by the relative deviation of the mean of the
measured energy of the lepton andidates in the inner one between data and Monte Carlo in the
W+W− → qq¯lν sample. For signal eienies an analogous study was performed at the twelve
points desribed above. Both results for the relative hange of the seletion for the one opening
half-angle and one energy variation are added in quadrature and the root-mean-square of the 12
(MH,ΓH) hypotheses was taken to yield the total unertainty assoiated with the isolated lepton
veto (see Table 4).
The theoretial predition on the ross-setion for the two- and four-fermion proesses adds
an unertainty of 2% to the bakground unertainty [28℄. Finally, the unertainty due to the
limited Monte Carlo statistis is evaluated.
Table 5 summarises the results of the studies. All unertainties are assumed to be unorre-
lated and the individual ontributions are added in quadrature to obtain the total systemati
unertainties on the bakground expetation and signal eieny. The dominant systemati
unertainties on the signal eieny arise from the desription of the kinemati variables. The
bakground expetation is more aeted by the unertainty in the isolated lepton veto, as the
main ontribution of the bakground stems from four-fermion proesses. But the unertainty
assoiated with the desription of the kinemati variables is of similar magnitude. The limits
quoted in Setion 5.1 were alulated inluding the unertainties of Table 5. To estimate the
extent to whih the limits depend on the size of the systemati unertainties, the limit alulation
was repeated doubling the systemati unertainties. A omparison of the limits with single and
double systemati unertainties, done at similar representative points as used for the systemati
studies, showed that the exluded ross-setions typially derease between a half and one and
a half perent. A maximal redution of 2.1% was found.
5 Results
The results of the searh using eah of the ve dierent likelihood seletions, labelled A1-A5, after
a ut on the likelihood larger than 0.2 are summarised in Table 6, whih ompares the numbers of
observed andidates with the Standard Model bakground expetations. The data are ompatible
with the Standard Model bakground expetations. The remaining four-fermion bakground
onsists predominantly of W pairs, representing roughly three quarters of the bakground at
energies above the Z pair threshold. Figure 7 shows examples for signal eienies. For small
deay widths the dependene on the entre-of-mass energy is weak up to MH ≈ 80GeV, and
for large widths it is weak up to the kinemati limit. Beause of the entre-of-mass energy
dependene of the Bjorken ross-setion of a Higgs boson with mass MH, the lower entre-of-
mass energies ontribute more signiantly to the sensitivity for lighter Higgs bosons (see e.g.
in [8℄). For very light Higgs bosons the eieny is moderately redued by the preseletion uts
demanding a sizeable amount of missing energy. In the ase of broader Higgs resonanes with
high mass, one observes a generally enhaned eieny sine the hane of seleting events from
the low mass tail ompensates the suppression due to the falling prodution ross-setion of a
heavy Higgs boson.
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5.1 The upper limits on the prodution ross-setion times branhing ratio
As no signiant exess over the expeted bakground is observed in the data, upper limits
are alulated on the model-independent ross-setion σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS) saled to√
s = 206GeV. As the likelihood distributions are only loosely ut, one an use not only
the information from the integral number of seleted events (Table 6) but also from the shape
in a likelihood ratio [29℄ to set more sensitive upper limits. For eah entre-of-mass energy
separately, eah bin with a signal likelihood larger than 0.2 in the distributions of expeted
signal, bakground and seleted data is treated as a searh hannel. For eah entre-of-mass
energy the number of expeted signal events is saled to the total ross-setion (Equation 6). As
with the analysis desribed in [30℄, the likelihood distributions are given as disriminating input
to a limit program [31℄. A likelihood ratio is used to determine the signal ondene level, CLS,
dened in [29, 31℄, whih exludes the presene of a possible signal aording to the modied
frequentist approah [31℄. Additionally the program alulates the median upper number of
signal events that ould be exluded at 95% ondene level (CL). This number is then saled
to the total ross-setion at the entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV for eah (MH,ΓH) hypothesis.
The systemati unertainties on the bakground expetations and signal seletion eienies are
inluded aording a generalisation of the method desribed in [32℄.
A very ne san of the (MH,ΓH)-plane was performed by simulating the spetra of Higgs
bosons with a mass MH from 1 to 120GeV and widths ΓH starting at 1GeV up to 3 TeV. The
Higgs boson mass was simulated in steps of δMH = 1GeV. Simulated values of ΓH are spaed
in steps of 1GeV up to 5GeV. A spaing of δΓH = 5GeV is hosen from ΓH = 5GeV to ΓH =
750GeV. Above this value steps of δΓH = 50GeV are adopted up to the maximal ΓH of 3TeV.
Examples of the projetions of the observed upper ross-setion limits together with the
median expeted upper limits and the orresponding one and two standard deviation bands
on the expeted limits are displayed in Figure 8 for some hoies of ΓH. Above a width of
300GeV the exlusion plots look quite similar to the example displayed in Figure 8i) beause
the exluded limits do not hange very muh. The observed limits for ΓH & 60GeV are well
ontained in the one standard deviation bands on the expetations and generally do not exeed
two standard deviations exept in Figure 8 a) at MH = 114GeV. The disontinuities in the
graphs orrespond to hanges in the analyses. As one an observe, below ΓH . 40GeV the
analysis are hanged more often. Therefore the hane is higher that in a few bins there are
statistial utuations in the seleted data, that lead to a deviation of more than one standard
deviation around the median. Also the data seleted are highly orrelated, as one an see for
example in the upward utuation around MH = 114 GeV visible in Figure 8 a)-). All results
for the observed upper limits on σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS) are summarised in a ontour plot
(Figure 9) in the sanned (MH,ΓH)-plane. Above ΓH = 200GeV the observed upper limits are
in the range of 0.15 pb to 0.18 pb for all MH and vary very little. For suh large ΓH the reoil
mass distribution of the Higgs tends to be more and more uniformly strethed out over the mass
range explored. There is not muh dierene in the seletion of signal events for a Higgs boson
with e.g. a width of 400GeV or 600GeV in the onsidered range of Higgs masses. This prevents
any spei disriminating kinematial properties from being assigned to the expeted signal as
signal masses of a broad kinematial range are seleted with roughly equal probability. Therefore
only one likelihood analysis is used in this part of the searh area, seleting the same subset of
data and bakground. Sine the upper limit on the model-independent ross-setion refers to a
prodution ross-setion at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV, it must beome independent of
(MH,ΓH) for an extremely large ΓH. In this ase the shape of the Higgs signal would just be
a box, weighted with the prodution ross-setion from 1GeV to the kinemati limit of about
115GeV. The data are then ompared to an approximately onstant signal expetation. Hene
the upper limit on the ross-setion is approximately independent of the (MH,ΓH) hypothesis at
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a value of roughly 0.16 pb. For resonanes with a deay width smaller than 200GeV there are
regions where the limits are below 0.15 pb or even 0.1 pb for MH between 60 and 74GeV. In this
mass range the number of data events seleted is smaller than expeted. Above MH of 85GeV
the upper limits beome larger than 0.2 pb and rise onsiderably for small widths below 40GeV
(see Figure 8 a-e). This is due to the fat that the Higgs mass approahes the kinemati limit
and the likelihoods whih rely on kinematial variables like pTMIS lose disrimination power. A
maximal value of 0.57 pb is observed for MH of 114GeV and ΓH of 1GeV orresponding to a
ira two-σ exess in the data.
It should be kept in mind that no optimisation of the searh has been performed for ΓH
below 5GeV. In the region of heavy Higgs boson mass & 105GeV and small width a searh
using reoil mass spetra would be more sensitive. Therefore this region is more sensitively
overed by searhes that have been performed by the LEP experiments doumented in [2℄.
5.2 Interpretation of the result in the stealthy Higgs senario
Interpreting the width ΓH of a Higgs boson aording to Equation 5, and setting mphion to zero,
it was possible to set limits on ω in the stealthy Higgs senario. A range from ω = 0.04 to
ω = 24.45 was probed. The exluded regions are shown in Figure 10 at 95% ondene level
(CL) in the ω-MH parameter spae. To illustrate the Higgs boson width aording to Equation 5,
ontours of xed ΓH orresponding to a given mass MH and oupling ω are added to the plot.
The maximum exluded invisible width is about ΓH = 400GeV for Higgs boson masses . 35GeV,
dereasing slowly to ΓH = 115GeV for MH = 100GeV. The minimal exlusion of ω = 0.04 is
observed atMH = 1GeV and the maximal exlusion is ω = 5.9 forMH = 73GeV. For ω between
0.04 and 0.59 a Higgs mass from 1 to 103GeV ould be exluded. The maximal exluded Higgs
mass was 103GeV for width between 1 and 3GeV, ompared with the expeted exlusion of
106GeV.
The results presented in this study extend the previous deay-mode independent searhes
for new salar bosons with the OPAL detetor [5℄ to regions of larger ouplings and higher
Higgs boson masses. In [5℄ an interpretation within the stealthy Higgs model yielded a maximal
exluded oupling ω for masses around 30GeV, where ω was exluded up to ω = 2.7. That study
exluded Higgs boson masses up to MH = 81GeV. It should be pointed out that the deay-mode
independent searhes also studied Higgs widths between 0.1 and 1GeV and therefore over the
gap between searhes within senarios assuming a narrow deay width of the invisibly deaying
Higgs boson [2℄ and the searh presented in this paper up to MH = 81GeV.
6 Conlusions
A dediated searh was performed in the hannel e+e− → HZ with Z → qq¯ and the non-
Standard Model deay H → EMIS nal state allowing for invisible deay widths of the Higgs
boson from 1GeV up to 3TeV. The data taken by the OPAL detetor at LEP above the W
pair threshold were analysed. No indiation for a signal was found and upper limits were set on
σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS). The maximal upper limit is 0.57 pb at MH = 114GeV and ΓH =
1GeV. Over the sanned region of the (MH,ΓH)-plane upper limits are generally of the order of
0.15 pb, espeially for large values of ΓH & 400GeV or Higgs boson masses . 85GeV.
The limits were interpreted in the stealthy Higgs senario assuming the presene of a large
number of massless singlet states. Limits were alulated on the oupling ω to a hidden salar
setor of the Higgs boson with a given mass MH. A large part of the parameter plane kinemati-
ally aessible with LEP 2 was exluded extending a previous exlusion published in [5℄. Values
for ω between 0.04 (MH = 1GeV) and 5.9 (MH = 73GeV) were exluded, and for ertain values
of ω Higgs boson masses are exluded up to MH = 103GeV. The possible non-detetion of a
15
light Higgs boson at the LEP searhes due to non-Standard Model invisible Higgs boson deays
is therefore restrited to the ase of extremely large deay widths & 400GeV.
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binned
√
s nominal
√
s (GeV) year int. luminosity (pb−1) aid. veto (%)
> 180186 183 1997 40.0 3.37
> 186193 189 1998 199.8 2.24
> 193198 196 1999 70.4 2.53
> 198203 200 1999 112.0 2.96
> 203209 206 2000 206.9 2.22
Table 1: Breakdown of the analysed integrated data luminosities aording to the entre-of-mass
energies. The data was binned in ve nominal entre-of-mass energies. The last olumn states
the redution of the signal eienies and expeted bakground rates due to aidental triggering
of the forward energy veto in the preseletion, whih is not modelled in the Monte Carlo.
ut γγ qq( γ) 4-fermion total SM data
(1)-(5) 48795 15639 4880 69314 74178
(6) 148 10359 1394 11901 11779
(7) 62 9128 1336 10526 10472
(8) 44 4897 1167 6108 6264
(9) 33 1061 964 2058 2116
(10) 18 425 895 1338 1387
(11) 18 423 879 1320 1368
(12) 4 68 820 892 899
(13) 4 60 441 505 498
Table 2: Expeted number of Standard Model bakground events after the preseletion nor-
malised to a data luminosity of 629.1 pb−1. The total SM bakground after preseletion is
expeted to be 505 ± 5(stat) ± 21(syst). The ontributions of the dierent sublasses are bro-
ken down in olumn two to four for the two-photon, two-fermion and four-fermion proesses
respetively.
analysis bakground unertainty
label likelihood referene mass range (GeV) kinemati var. isol. lepton veto
A1 1 1120 2.4% 2.4%
A2 2 1120 1.6% 2.3%
A3 1 5080 1.0% 2.5%
A4 2 5080 1.6% 2.6%
A5 2 80120 1.1% 1.5%
hoie for unertainty 2.4% 2.4%
Table 3: Results of the study of systemati unertainties of the expeted bakground for the
ve kinds of analyses, labelled A1-A5, used in the searh (see Figure 2) at a entre-of-mass
energy of 206GeV. Sine the analysis labelled A1 overs the largest part of the searh area, its
unertainty was hosen as representative unertainty on the bakground due to the unertainty
in the kinemati variables and the isolated lepton veto at all entre-of-mass energies.
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signal hypothesis eieny unertainty
MH (GeV) ΓH (GeV) kinemati var. isol. lepton veto
20 5 0.6% 0.6%
20 20 0.4% 0.7%
20 70 0.3% 0.7%
20 200 0.1% 0.7%
60 5 0.7% 0.8%
60 20 0.7% 0.8%
60 70 0.2% 0.8%
60 200 0.3% 0.7%
110 5 5.5% 0.7%
110 20 2.9% 0.8%
110 70 1.3% 0.8%
110 200 0.1% 0.8%
allMH and ΓH 1.9% 0.7%
Table 4: Results of the study of systemati unertainties in twelve representative (MH,ΓH)-points
at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV. For eah soure the root-mean-square of the individual
unertainties in the twelve points was taken to get an (MH,ΓH) independent estimate of the
unertainty at all entre-of-mass energies.
soure bakground unertainty eieny unertainty
kinemati variables 2.4% 1.9%
isolated lepton veto 2.4% 0.7%
limited MC statistis 1.0% 0.2%
predition 2- and 4-f ross-set. 2.0% -
total unertainty 4.1% 2.0%
Table 5: Results of the study of systemati unertainties of the bakground for the ve analyses
(see Table 3) and of the signal eienies in twelve representative (MH,ΓH)-points (see Table 4)
at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV. The total unertainty on bakground expetation and
signal eieny is applied at all entre-of-mass energies and for all (MH,ΓH) hypotheses.
label referene masses likelihood 2-fermion 4-fermion total SM data
A1 1120 GeV type 1 11 374 385 ± 4 ± 16 369
A2 1120 GeV type 2 3 378 381 ± 4 ± 16 370
A3 5080 GeV type 1 5 315 320 ± 3 ± 13 305
A4 5080 GeV type 2 2 315 317 ± 3 ± 13 310
A5 80120 GeV type 2 8 247 255 ± 3 ± 11 253
Table 6: The likelihood seletion of events with a signal likelihood exeeding 0.2 aording
to the dierent searh strategies. The individual ontributions to the total Standard Model
bakground of two-fermion and four-fermion bakground is broken down in the seond and third
olumn respetively. For the total Standard Model bakground the statistial and the systemati
unertainty is also given.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the preseletion variables after the preseletion uts (1)-(5). All lasses
of Standard Model bakground and data are added for all analysed entre-of-mass energies. The
distributions of three arbitrarily saled signal hypotheses at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open
histograms.
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Figure 2: In total ve analyses were used to over the plane of hypothetial Higgs mass and deay
width pairings. The analyses dier in whether the rst or seond likelihood was used (denoted
by the number in the ell) and what signal masses where used in lling the referene histograms
(depited by the shading of the ell). The pattern resulted from an optimisation starting with
ΓH = 5 GeV up to 50 GeV. Below ΓH = 5 GeV the pattern was simply ontinued and not
optimised anymore. Above 50 GeV a simple ontinuation of the pattern was found and proved
to be suiently sensitive.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the likelihood variables. All lasses of Standard Model bakground
and data are added for all entre-of-mass energies analysed. The distributions of three arbitrary
saled signal examples at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open histograms. The variables shown
ontribute to likelihood 1 and 2 as they exploit general properties of the signal signature.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the likelihood variables. All lasses of Standard Model bakground
and data are added for all entre-of-mass energies analysed. The distributions of three arbitrary
saled signal examples at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open histograms. The variables shown
are ombined with the ones of Figure 3 to onstrut the likelihood 1 used in a general searh at
dierent MH and ΓH.
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Variables used in likelihood 2
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Figure 5: Distributions of the likelihood variables. All lasses of Standard Model bakground
and data are added for all entre-of-mass energies analysed. The distributions of three arbitrary
saled signal examples at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open histograms. The variables shown
have a larger disrimination power for a heavier Higgs boson and ontribute with the variables
of Figure 3 to the seond likelihood.
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Figure 6: Examples of some of the likelihood seletions. Figure 6 e), f), h) orresponds to analysis
A1 (as labelled in Table 3 and 6), a) to A3, b) to A4 and ), d) to A5. The OPAL data and the
expeted 2-fermion and 4-fermion bakground are added for all analysed entre-of-mass energies.
The signal hypothesis in the hathed histograms is normalised to the number of expeted signal
events and added to the bakground. The open histograms display the shapes of saled signal
distributions.
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Figure 7: Examples for the seletion eieny after a ut on the signal likelihood greater than
0.2 versus the Higgs mass MH as funtion of the assumed deay width ΓH at the dierent
√
s.
The error is the binomial error on the seleted event weights and smaller than the markers. Lines
are added to guide the eye.For a large ΓH signal hypothesis, the kinemati distributions of events
and the distribution of weights assigned to this events are broader. Therefore it is more likely
to selet a larger fration of the event weights leading to a higher and more uniform eieny.
For a smaller widths ΓH the eieny to detet relatively heavy and a more Standard Model like
Higgs boson is more restrited by the available
√
s.
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Figure 8: The model independent upper limits at 95% CL on the produ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ross-setion times
branhing ratio, σprod×BRinv, saled to a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV for Higgs mass MH
and some examples of the Higgs deay width ΓH. The disontinuities in the limits reet the
hanges in the analysis used at this mass (see Figure 2).
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Abstrat
This paper desribes a topologial searh for an invisibly deaying Higgs boson, H, produed via
the Bjorken proess (e+e− → HZ). The analysis is based on data reorded using the OPAL de-
tetor at LEP at entre-of-mass energies from 183 to 209GeV orresponding to a total integrated
luminosity of 629 pb
−1
. In the analysis only hadroni deays of the Z boson are onsidered. A
san over Higgs boson masses from 1 to 120GeV and deay widths from 1 to 3000GeV revealed
no indiation for a signal in the data. From a likelihood ratio of expeted signal and Standard
Model bakground we determine upper limits on ross-setion times branhing ratio to an invis-
ible nal state. For moderate Higgs boson deay widths, these range from about 0.07 pb (MH =
60GeV) to 0.57 pb (MH = 114GeV). For deay widths above 200GeV the upper limits are of the
order of 0.15 pb. The results an be interpreted in general senarios prediting a large invisible
deay width of the Higgs boson. As an example we interpret the results in the so-alled stealthy
Higgs senario. The limits from this analysis exlude a large part of the parameter range of this
senario experimentally aessible at LEP 2.
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1 Introdution
An intense searh for the Higgs boson was undertaken by all of the four LEP experiments in
various Standard Model and nonStandard Model searh hannels. Searhes for the Standard
Model Higgs boson, exploiting the predition for its deay modes and also searhes for invisible
Higgs boson deays as predited by various extensions of the Standard Model, exluded Higgs
masses up to 114.4GeV [1, 2℄. These latter searhes assumed a rather small invisible deay width
omparable to the predited Standard Model deay width for a light Higgs boson and well below
the experimentally ahievable mass resolution of about 3 to 5GeV.
Reent theories that postulate the existene of additional spatial dimensions oer a new
possibility for invisible Higgs deays [3℄. In suh theories the Plank mass is lowered to the TeV
range and a rih spetrum of new partiles appears, like gravisalars in the ase of at extra
dimensions. Hene the Higgs boson an mix with the gravisalars, whih leads to a missing
energy signature in the detetor [3℄. This mixing an result in a large invisible deay width of
the Higgs boson, depending on the model parameters, and would therefore alter the Standard
Model branhing ratios. As a onsequene of the broadening of the Higgs resonane in the
reoil mass spetrum, the signal-to-bakground ratio an deteriorate signiantly. In a worst
ase senario, searhes optimised under the assumption of a narrow Higgs resonane might have
missed the detetion of a kinematially aessible Higgs boson at LEP.
This paper desribes a searh for the Higgs boson, H, whih imposes no onstraints on the
total deay width. The Higgs boson is assumed to be produed in assoiation with a Z boson
via the Bjorken proess, e+e− → HZ, where the Z is required to deay hadronially and the
invisible Higgs boson is deteted as missing energy EMIS in the event. The results are presented
in a model-independent way in terms of limits on the Bjorken prodution ross-setion times
branhing ratio, σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS), at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV, where
ΓH is the BreitWigner width of the Higgs boson. A simple model extending the Standard
Model with additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds whih interat strongly with the
Higgs boson (stealthy Higgs senario [4℄) is hosen as an example for the interpretation of the
result. This interation gives rise to a large invisible deay width of the Higgs boson. This
dediated searh expands on the previous deay-mode-independent searh [5℄ arried out by the
OPAL Collaboration whih reported for the rst time limits on the HZ prodution ross-setion,
interpreted in the stealthy Higgs model.
The paper is organised as follows. Setion 2 introdues the stealthy Higgs senario. Setion
3 gives details about the modelling of signal and bakground. Setion 4 desribes the searh and
the results are interpreted in Setion 5. We summarise the results in Setion 6.
2 The stealthy Higgs senario
In general renormalisable theories there might be other fundamental salars, in addition to the
Standard Model Higgs boson, that do not interat with normal matter. To investigate the inu-
ene of a hidden salar setor on the Higgs observables the stealthy Higgs senario onjetures
the existene of additional SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y singlet elds alled phions. Radiative or-
retions to weak proesses are not sensitive to the presene of singlets in the theory beause no
Feynman graphs ontaining singlets appear at the one-loop level. Sine eets at the two-loop
level are below the experimental preision, the presene of a singlet setor is not ruled out by any
LEP 1 preision data [4℄. These phions would not interat via the strong or eletro-weak fores,
but ouple only to the Higgs boson [4℄, thus oering invisible deay modes to the Higgs. The
width of the Higgs resonane an beome large if either the number of suh singlets, N , or the
oupling, ω, is large, thus leading to a broad mass spetrum reoiling against the reonstruted
Z boson.
4
The Lagrangian of the salar setor in this model ontains only four additional parameters
ompared to the Standard Model. Not listing the unhanged ouplings of the Higgs boson to the
fermions, the salar part of the Lagrangian is given by
Lscalar = LHiggs + Lphion + Linteraction (1)
LHiggs = −∂µφ†∂µφ− λ (φ†φ− v
2
2
)2 (2)
Lphion = −1
2
∂µ~ϕ ∂
µ~ϕ− 1
2
m2phion ~ϕ
2 − κ
8N
(~ϕ2)2 (3)
Linteraction = − ω
2
√
N
~ϕ2 φ†φ. (4)
The term LHiggs desribes the usual Standard Model Higgs doublet φ aquiring the Standard
Model vauum expetation value, v, and having its self-oupling λ. In the free Lagrangian of
salar singlets, Lphion, the singlets with massmphion are denoted as the O(N)-symmetri multiplet
~ϕ. The phions also have a self-oupling κ, whih is xed at κ(2MZ) = 0, to allow for the widest
parameter range of the model. The self oupling term entering loop alulations is suppressed like
1/N . The interation term between the Higgs and the additional phions, Linteraction, leads to the
phenomenologial onsequene of invisible Higgs deays beause the Higgs boson ouples to the
phions independently of their mass. The strength of the oupling is instead proportional to the
oupling onstant ω, whih is a free parameter of the model. Even though the vauum-indued
mass term of the phions after the symmetry-breaking is suppressed like 1/
√
N [4℄, the phions
our in loop orretions to the Higgs boson propagator and therefore aet the resonane width
of the Higgs boson. An analyti expression [6℄ for the hange in the Higgs width ompared to
the Standard Model deay width, ΓSM, an be found in the limit N → ∞, when negleting the
self-oupling of the phions as a small eet:
ΓH(MH) = ΓSM(MH) +
ω2v2
32πMH
×
√
1− 4m2phion/M2H. (5)
The ross-setion for the Bjorken proess an be alulated from Equations 9 and 10 of refer-
ene [4℄. Using the parametrisation for the invisible deay width (Equation 1 and 2 in [7℄) one
an express the total ross-setion for the prodution and invisible deay by
σ(e+e−→Z+EMIS) =
∫
dsI σ(e+e−→ZH)(sI)
√
sI Γ
inv
H
π((M2H − sI)2 + sI Γ2H)
. (6)
Here sI denotes the invariant mass squared of the invisible deay produts of the Higgs boson.
The prodution rate of these invisible masses is given by the Standard Model ross-setion
1
σ(e+e−→ZH)(sI) for a Higgs boson of mass
√
sI . Hene the Standard Model ross-setion om-
pletely determines the dependene of the total ross-setion on the entre-of-mass energy (see e.g.
in [8℄). Therefore the total ross-setion goes rapidly to zero for Higgs boson masses above the
kinemati limit. The eet of the onvolution with the Breit-Wigner-like funtion is a broadening
of the resonane in the reoil mass spetrum and hene a dilution of the signal-to-bakground
ratio. In extreme ases of large invisible deay width one ould expet the Higgs reoil mass spe-
trum to mimi the bakground. In suh extreme ases even a light and kinematially aessible
Higgs boson might have esaped detetion at LEP.
In Setion 5.2 we derive limits on the stealthy Higgs model under the assumption of mphion =
0. By simulating signal spetra for dierent Higgs boson massesMH and widths ΓH, we set limits
in the ω-MH plane in the large N limit.
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By hoosing ω > 0 one an prevent the phions from aquiring a non-zero vauum expetation value and avoid
a Higgs-phion mixing due to a non-diagonal mass matrix. In ase of non-zero mixing, the ouplings of the lightest
salar to the gauge boson would derease proportional to the osine of the mixing angle. As a onsequene the
ross-setion of the Bjorken proess would be lowered.
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3 Data sets and Monte Carlo samples
3.1 The OPAL detetor and event reonstrution
The OPAL detetor [9℄, operated between 1989 and 2000 at LEP, had nearly omplete solid
angle
3
overage and exellent hermetiity. The innermost detetor of the entral traking was a
high-resolution silion mirostrip vertex detetor [10℄ whih lay immediately outside the beam
pipe. The silion mirovertex detetor was surrounded by a high preision vertex drift hamber,
a large volume jet hamber, and zhambers whih measured the z oordinates of traks, all in a
uniform 0.435T axial magneti eld. A lead-glass eletromagneti alorimeter with presampler
was loated outside the magnet oil. In ombination with the forward alorimeters, a forward
ring of lead-sintillator modules (the gamma ather), a forward sintillating tile ounter [9, 11℄,
and the silion-tungsten luminometer [12℄, the alorimeters provided a geometrial aeptane
down to 25 mrad from the beam diretion. The silion-tungsten luminometer served to measure
the integrated luminosity using small angle Bhabha sattering events [13℄. The magnet return
yoke was instrumented with streamer tubes and thin gap hambers for hadron alorimetry and
is surrounded by several layers of muon hambers.
The analysis is based on data olleted with the OPAL detetor at LEP 2 from 1997 to
2000 at entre-of-mass energies between 183 and 209GeV. The integrated luminosity analysed
is 629.1 pb
−1
. To ompare with the Standard Model Monte Carlo the data are binned in ve
nominal entre-of-mass-energy points, orresponding to the energies at whih the Monte Carlo
is produed, as detailed in Table 1.
A fast online ltering algorithm lassies the events as multi-hadroni. Events are re-
onstruted from traks and energy deposits (lusters) in the eletromagneti and hadroni
alorimeters. All traks and energy lusters satisfying quality requests similar to those de-
sribed in [14℄ are assoiated to form energy ow objets. The measured energies are orreted
for double ounting of energy in the traking hambers and alorimeters by the algorithm de-
sribed in [14℄. Global event variables, suh as transverse momentum and visible mass, are
then reonstruted from these objets and all events are fored into a two-jet topology using the
Durham algorithm [15℄.
3.2 Signal and bakground modelling
To determine the detetion eieny for a signal from an invisibly deaying Higgs boson and the
amount of expeted bakground from Standard Model proesses, several Monte Carlo samples
are used. Signal events for a hypothetial Higgs boson mass MH deaying with arbitrary broad
width ΓH are simulated by reweighting invisibly deaying events of type H → χ01χ01. The mass
of neutralinos χ01 is hosen suh that the Higgs boson with mass mi an deay into a pair of
neutralinos, whih leave the detetor without being deteted. These Higgs bosons with deays
into `invisible' partiles are generated with masses mi from 1GeV to 120GeV with the HZHA [16℄
generator. The HZHA events are generated assuming the Standard Model prodution ross-
setion σ(e+e−→ZH) for the Higgs boson. The test masses mi are spaed in steps of 1GeV. The
spaing of the test masses is hosen suh that they are not resolved by the detetor in the signal
yielded after a reweighting proedure desribed in the following. From Equation 6 one extrats
the event weights wi(mi;MH,ΓH) for a mass point mi ontributing to the searh for a Higgs
boson of mass MH and total deay width ΓH. The total deay width ΓH is dened as the sum of
3
OPAL used a right-handed oordinate system. The z axis pointed along the diretion of the eletron beam
and the x axis was horizontal pointing towards the entre of the LEP ring. The polar angle θ was measured with
respet to the z axis, the azimuthal angle φ with respet to the x axis.
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Standard Model width and invisible width ΓinvH .
wi(mi;MH,ΓH) =
dσ
dmi
(mi)∑120GeV
mj=1GeV
dσ
dmj
(mj)
(7)
dσ
dmi
(mi) =
σ(e+e−→ZH)(mi) 2m
2
iΓ
inv
H
π((M2H −m2i )2 +m2iΓ2H)
. (8)
The Standard Model ross-setion σ(e+e−→ZH) for the Bjorken prodution proess in Equation 8
propagates the entre-of-mass energy dependene of the total ross-setion into the weights. The
unweighted signal Monte Carlo samples ontain 2000 events per mass pointmi. In the reweighted
signal Monte Carlo sample all test masses ontribute aording to their weight. The reweighted
masses MH range from 1 to 120GeV spaed in steps of 1GeV. The smallest width simulated
by this proedure is a ΓH of 1GeV and the largest a ΓH of 3TeV. The detetion eieny for
a Higgs boson with MH and ΓH is estimated by the sum of seleted event weights assuming
binomial errors.
The lasses of Standard Model bakground proesses onsidered are two-photon
2
, two- and
four-fermion proesses. For simulation of bakground proesses the following generators are
used: KK2F [17℄ and PYTHIA [18℄ (qq¯(γ)), GRC4F [19℄ (four-fermion proesses), PHOJET [20℄,
HERWIG [21℄, Vermaseren [22℄ (hadroni and leptoni two-photon proesses). For Monte Carlo
generators other than HERWIG, the hadronisation is done using JETSET 7.4 [18℄. The integrated
luminosity of the main bakground Monte Carlo samples is at least 15 times the statistis of the
data for the two-fermion bakground, 24 times for the four-fermion bakground and 30 times for
the two-photon bakground. The Monte Carlo events are passed through a detailed simulation
of the OPAL detetor [23℄ and are reonstruted using the same algorithms as for the real data.
4 Searh for e+e− → HZ with Z→ qq¯ and H→ EMIS nal state
The event seletion is intended to be eient for the omplete range of possible Higgs masses
MH and orresponding deay widths ΓH studied in this searh. The preseletion uts remain
relatively loose and are intended to aumulate signal like event topologies in the data. The
nal disrimination between signal and bakground is done by a likelihood-based seletion. The
optimised likelihood seletion has to aount for the fat that the kinematial properties of the
signal hange onsiderably over the range of masses and width hypotheses onsidered.
4.1 Event topologies
The signal signature is generally haraterised by an aoplanar two-jet system from the Z boson
deay. We use the term `aoplanar' for jet pairs if the two jet axes and the beam axis are
not onsistent with lying in a single plane. The deay produts of the Z boson are preferentially
emitted into the entral part of the detetor, reoiling against the invisibly deaying Higgs boson.
This is beause, in ontrast to the irreduible bakground of ZZ → qq¯ νν whih is produed
with an angular dependene of the dierential ross-setion proportional to cos2 θ, the Bjorken
proess is proportional to sin2 θ. The Higgs boson deay leads to a large missing momentum and
a signiant amount of missing energy. In two-photon proesses, where the inoming eletron
and positron are sattered at low angles, usually one or both of the eletrons remain undeteted.
Events of this type have large missing momentum with the missing momentum vetor, ~pMIS,
2
Two-photon interations our when an eletron and a positron at high energies and in lose proximity emit
a pair of photons whih interat via the eletromagneti fore to generate a fermion pair.
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pointing at low angles to the beam axis. The two-photon events have a small visible invariant
mass MVIS and a tiny transverse momentum p
T
MIS but a onsiderable longitudinal momentum
along the z-axis in the ommon ase that the two photons do not have equal energy. Due to
these speial harateristis this bakground an be easily redued to a negligible level.
The two-fermion bakground important for this searh onsists of Z/γ∗ → qq¯(γ) events.
These events tend to have a big ross-setion if one or more initial state radiation photons
(abbreviated as ISR photons) are emitted so that the eetive entre-of-mass energy
√
s′ is
redued to a value near the Z-resonane (so-alled radiative return events). The emission of ISR
photons happens predominantly at small polar angles. In ase of a mismeasurement or esape
of the ISR photons through the beam pipe these events have a sizeable missing momentum
preferentially oriented at small polar angles, lose to the beam pipe. In suh events the two jets
are almost oplanar.
The most diult bakground to separate is four-fermion proesses with neutrinos in the
nal state, suh as W+W−→ ℓ±ν qq¯ and W±e∓ν → qq¯e∓ν with the harged lepton esaping
detetion. The irreduible bakground to this searh stems from ZZ → ννqq¯ (about 28% of all
ZZ deays) leading to a signature indistinguishable from a signal event with a Higgs mass lose
to the Z boson mass. The vetor bosons are usually not produed at rest, leading to a transverse
momentum of the two-jet system and therefore to a large aoplanarity of the jets, as in the signal
ase. Furthermore, the missing momentum vetor points into the entral detetor more often
than for the two-fermion ase. To disriminate between this bakground and the signal one an
exploit the dierene in the angular distribution of the dierential prodution ross-setion.
4.2 Preseletion
In order to redue the amount of bakground data only a events fullling the following quality
riteria are analysed. From ut No.(5) onwards, the ut values were dened using as a guide
a simple gure of merit based on the eieny and expeted bakground. The following uts
remove almost all the two-photon bakground:
(1) To redue two-photon and aelerator indued bakground, trak riteria are applied de-
manding that more than 20% of all traks be qualied as good measured traks [24℄ and
that at least 6 of them be found.
(2) A forward energy veto rejets events with more than 5GeV in either the left or right
ompartment of the gamma ather alorimeters or the silion tungsten luminometers.
Events with more than 2GeV in the forward alorimeters are also removed.
(3) The missing transverse momentum pTMIS should exeed 1GeV and MVIS has to be larger
than 4GeV.
(4) Less than 20% of the measured visible energy EVIS should be loated lose to the beam
pipe in the region | cos θ| > 0.9.
(5) The visible energy EVIS must be less than 90% of
√
s.
(6) It is required that the visible mass of the event should be of order MZ, i.e. 55GeV <
MVIS < 105GeV. An asymmetri ut around the Z mass is hosen, sine with inreasing
Higgs mass MH the Z bosons will be more and more o-shell.
The remaining bakgrounds at this stage, whih are more diult to remove, are mismeasured
Z/γ∗ → qq¯ events, four-fermion proesses with neutrinos in the nal state, suh as W+W− →
ℓ±νqq¯ and W±e∓ν → qq¯e∓ν with the harged lepton esaping detetion (see Table 2).
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(7) To selet events that are well measured in the detetor with a visible mass MVIS lose to
MZ and a sizeable transverse momentum p
T
VIS the following riterion is applied: MVIS +
5× pTVIS >
√
s/2
(8) A large part of the qq¯ events and the remaining two-photon bakground is eliminated by
requiring the visible transverse momentum pTVIS > 6GeV.
(9) To remove bakgrounds in whih partiles go undeteted down the beam pipe, the pro-
jetion of the visible momentum along the beam axis, pzVIS, is required to be less than
0.294
√
s.
(10) To redue the radiative qq¯(γ) bakground, the polar angle of the missing momentum vetor
must lie within the region | cos θMIS| < 0.9.
(11) The axes of both jets, reonstruted with the Durham algorithm, are required to have
a polar angle satisfying | cos θ| < 0.9 to ensure good ontainment. Furthermore this ut
exploits the fat that events of the WW and ZZ bakground are produed aording to an
angular distribution proportional to cos2 θ.
(12) The remaining bakground from Z/γ∗ → qq¯ is haraterised by two jets that tend to be
bak-to-bak with small aoplanarity angles, in ontrast to signal events in whih the jets
are expeted to have some aoplanarity angle due to the reoiling Higgs boson. Here the
aoplanarity angle φACOPLAN is dened as 180
◦ − φjj where φjj is the angle between the
two jets in the plane perpendiular to the beam axis. This bakground is suppressed by
requiring that the jet-jet aoplanarity angle be larger than 5◦.
(13) W+W− events with one of the W bosons deaying leptonially and the other deaying
into hadroni jets are rejeted by requiring that the events have no isolated leptons. In
this ontext, leptons are low-multipliity jets with one, two or three traks, assoiated to
eletromagneti or hadroni energy lusters, having an invariant mass of less than 2.5GeV
and momentum in exess of 5GeV. In the ase of a single-trak andidate, the lepton is
onsidered isolated if there are no additional traks within an isolation one of 25
◦
half-
angle, and if the eletromagneti energy ontained between ones of 5
◦
and 25
◦
half-angle
around the trak does not exeed 5% of the sum of the trak energy and the eletromagneti
energy within the 5
◦
half angle one. In the ase of a two- or three-trak andidate,
onsisting of the traks and eletromagneti or hadroni energy lusters onned to a one
of 7
◦
half-angle, the lepton is onsidered isolated if the sum of trak and eletromagneti
energy between the 7
◦
half-angle one and a 25
◦
half-angle isolation one does not exeed
15% of the lepton energy.
For eah individual entre-of-mass energy there is good agreement between the numbers of ex-
peted bakground events and observed andidates after the preseletion. Table 2 gives the
number of preseleted events summed over all entre-of-mass energies. Figure 1 shows the dis-
tributions for bakground lasses summed over all entre-of-mass energies and three arbitrarily
saled signal distributions (at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV). The eienies of the pres-
eletion vary on average between 39% and 55% for small deay widths and between 45% and
53% for larger deay widths above ΓH = 100GeV.
4.3 Likelihood analysis
To onsider the hanging kinemati properties of the signal hypotheses in an optimal way, ve
dierent likelihood-based analyses for the signal and bakground disrimination were applied
after the preseletion. By a likelihood analysis we denote the ombination of a set of likelihood
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input variables, a so-alled likelihood, and the orresponding referene distributions of these
variables. The referene distributions are lled with events of the spei lasses for whih the
likelihood is alulated. The lasses onsidered in this searh are the two- and four-fermion
bakgrounds and the signal events. The two-photon events are negligible after the preseletion.
The searh uses ombinations of two likelihoods and three xed signal mass ranges for unweighted
referene histograms.
To ompare the kinemati properties of a seleted data event to the hypothesis (MH,ΓH)
when evaluating the likelihood, one in priniple has to ll weighted signal referene distributions
for eah hypothesis (MH,ΓH). This will soon lead to an unmanageable tehnial eort, given the
number of hypotheses sanned. Therefore a ompromise was sought in whih ertain kinemati
properties of the signal were emphasised and simultaneously the number of referene histograms
kept small. This was ahieved by lling unweighted signal referene histograms. For most of the
(MH,ΓH) hypotheses all signal masses were used for lling the referene histograms. This reets
the fat that for a very large deay width of the Higgs boson the possible values of kinematial
variables are also smeared out over a large range. It was, however, found that the sensitivity of
the likelihood seletion (i.e. the median expeted upper limits on σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS))
ould be inreased further for small widths below 50GeV by lling referene histograms with
signal masses from 50-80GeV and from 80-120GeV for intermediate and heavy Higgs boson
masses respetively. A rst likelihood was designed for a signal onsisting of small masses (MH
< 80GeV) or large masses and a very large width (ΓH ≥ 110GeV). In this likelihood input
variables are used exploiting the harateristis of the dominant fration of light masses in the
signal mass distribution. However for signal masses above MH = 80GeV and small or moderate
(i.e. below 110GeV) deay widths, the ontribution of large masses dominates the signal mass
distribution. In this ase the kinematis and topology of the signal events are determined by
the higher masses lose to the kinemati limit. A seond likelihood is therefore built with input
variables optimised for suh signal harateristis. In the following the hoie of the inputs for
the two optimised likelihoods are presented.
The rst three input variables are used in both likelihoods (see Figure 3) .
(1) (1 + P(MVIS ≡ MZ))−1
P(MVIS ≡ MZ) is the probability of a kinematial χ2 t of the jet four-vetors under the
assumption that the invariant mass of the two jets is ompatible with the Z boson mass.
The unertainties on the measured jet energies are of the order of 5-10GeV, while the jet
diretions are measured to approximately 1-2
◦
[25℄. This variable depends only weakly on
the Higgs mass. For events with non-onverging t the probability is set to zero. They
therefore aumulate at a value of 1.
(2) − log y32
The Durham algorithm groups two energy ow objets i and j into a jet as long as their
separation in phase spae yij = 2 ×min(E2i , E2j ) × (1 − cos(θij)/E2VIS is smaller then the
ut value ycut. The number of jets in a event is predened to be 2, y32 is the value of ycut
where the two-jet topology of the event hanges to a three-jet topology. Hene the negative
logarithm of the so-alled jet resolution parameter y32 is a measure for the jet topology
being more two-jet like (large value of − log y32) or three-jet like (small value of − log y32).
(3) pTMIS/
√
s
The transverse missing momentum pTMIS is one of the most prominent harateristis of
signal-like events, but depends very muh on the Higgs boson mass. For a heavy Higgs
boson produed lose to the kinemati threshold almost at rest, the Z boson has almost no
boost and deays into two more or less bak-to-bak jets. In this ase the disriminating
power of the variable is lost.
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The next three variables (see Figure 4) omplete the rst likelihood, whih is used for all Higgs
masses in the domain of very large width > 110GeV or low Higgs masses < 80GeV.
(4) φACOL
The aolinearity angle φACOL of the two-jet system is obtained by subtrating the three-
dimensional angle between the reonstruted jet-axes from 180◦. Events ontaining a low-
mass Higgs boson exhibit on average a larger aolinearity than the bakground.
(5) | cos θ∗|
The Gottfried-Jakson angle θ∗, is dened as the angle between the ight diretion of the
Z boson in the laboratory frame and the diretion of the deay produts of the Z boson
boosted into the Z boson rest-frame. The variable tends to have smaller values for the
signal.
(6) − log y21
The variable − log y21 is analogous to − log y32 and measures the ompatibility of the event
with a two-jet topology. Two-jet events tend to aumulate at small values of − log y21.
The last three variables (see Figure 5) tune the seond likelihood to beome more sensitive for
large Higgs boson masses and small to moderate widths.
(7) EMaxJET/
√
s
The variable EMaxJET measures the energy of the most energeti of the two jets. This is on
average higher for the four-fermion bakground, due to the boost of the W and Z pairs,
whereas heavy Higgs bosons and a Z boson are produed at rest.
(8) RPti
This variable is the signiane of the aoplanarity between the two jets, taking into aount
detetor resolution and aeptane. The disrimination power is enhaned by weighting
the aoplanarity with the average jet polar angle, sine transverse jet diretions are more
preisely measured at large polar angles. Signal events tend to have a more signiant
aoplanarity and thus larger values of RPti than bakground. The preise denition of RPti
an be found in the OPAL analyses of ZZ→ qqνν events [26℄.
(9) (MVIS +MMIS)/(MVIS −MMIS)
This variable, desribed in [27℄, uses two strongly orrelated quantities, the invariant miss-
ing mass MMIS and the visible mass of the event MVIS. Depending on the mass reon-
strution auray it an have positive or negative values. The signal distribution of this
variable is broader and aumulates at higher values than for the two- and four-fermion
events, whih are distributed more narrowly around the origin.
From the two likelihoods and three ranges of signal masses lled in the referene histograms
one has six analyses to searh for the dierent hypotheses in MH and ΓH. The study of the
median expeted σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS) shows that ve of these six are suient to have
an optimally eient analysis for eah signal hypothesis haraterised byMH and ΓH (see Figure
2) in the range studied. Likelihood 1 was not used with the referene distribution lled for the
signal mass range of 80 to 120GeV. Figure 6 a) to ) and g) to h) display examples for the
likelihood distributions of all ve analyses used. In the histograms the events seleted at all
ve entre-of-mass energies are added up, although eah entre-of-mass energy was evaluated
separately in the limit setting as explained in Setion 5.1. The appropriate likelihood was al-
ulated for eah bakground, data and signal event. In ase of a signal event it was added to
the histogram with the weight dened in Equation 7. The number of expeted signal events is
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normalised aording to Equation 6. The use of dierent analyses gives rise to varying shapes of
the likelihood distributions of the bakground. Also the various shapes of the signal likelihood
distributions are visible for dierent MH and ΓH. Sine the form of the likelihood distributions
for signal and bakground an yield additional information in the limit alulation, only a loose
ut is applied in the likelihood seletion, requiring a signal likelihood larger than 0.2.
4.4 Corretion of bakground and signal eienies
A orretion is applied to the number of expeted bakground events and the signal eienies
due to noise in the detetors in the forward region whih is not modelled by the Monte Carlo.
The forward energy veto used in the preseletion an aidentally be triggered by mahine bak-
grounds. The orretion fator is derived from the study of random beam rossings, and applied
individually for eah year of data taking. Random beam rossing events were reorded when no
physis trigger was ative. The fration of events that fail the veto on ativity in the forward
region is below 3.4% for all runs analysed. The detailed breakdown of the fration of aidentally
vetoed events is given in the last olumn of Table 1.
4.5 Systemati unertainties
A possible signal in the data would reveal itself by altering the shapes of the distributions of
the disriminating variables. Thus a systemati deviation in the desription of a reonstruted
observable between Standard Model Monte Carlo and a data sample in whih the signal is absent,
ould wrongly be attributed to the presene of a signal.
The systemati unertainties in the Monte Carlo desription of the kinemati event variables
are studied in two ontrol samples at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV. In the rst ontrol
sample, alled two-fermion ontrol-sample in the following, radiative returns ontributing to the
qq¯(γ) proesses with photons deteted at large angles are seleted and the tagged ISR photon is
removed from the event in Monte Carlo and data. This reates a qq¯-like topology with missing
momentum at large angles. The seond ontrol sample, alled four-fermion ontrol-sample, is
obtained by seleting W+W− → qq¯lν events and removing the identied isolated lepton from
the events in Monte Carlo and data. After this proedure these two ontrol samples possess a
topology very similar to signal events. For all kinemati variables x of the preseletion and the
likelihood seletion the mean x and the width of the distribution (RMS) are ompared between
Monte Carlo and data, for the two-fermion and four-fermion ontrol-samples. The observables
in the two-fermion and four-fermion Monte Carlo are then modied separately aording to
xNEWMC = (x
OLD
MC − xMC) × RMSDATARMSMC + xDATA. Then all ve likelihood seletions are repeated
separately and the relative hange in the number of seleted events ompared to the unmodied
ase is taken as the systemati unertainty.
Sine the analysis labelled A1 in Table 3 is used over a large range of the searh plane
(see Figure 2), the systemati unertainties on the bakground determined in this analysis A1
are taken as an estimate for the bakground for all analyses. To determine the eet of the
systemati unertainty on the signal eienies, one has to take into aount the fat that
the kinemati properties of the signal depend on the assumed Higgs mass and deay width.
Twelve representative hypotheses are studied with MH hosen to be 20, 60 or 110GeV and
ΓH taking values of 5, 20, 70 and 200GeV. For these hypotheses the signal Monte Carlo is
modied aording to the four-fermion orretion fators, representing the dominant remaining
bakground after the ut on the signal likelihood. The relative hange in seleted event weights
ompared to the unmodied ase is then taken as an estimate of the systemati unertainty on
the signal eieny for a given hypothesis. The root-mean-square of all twelve hypotheses is
applied as an (MH,ΓH)-independent estimate for the whole searh area and for all entre-of-mass
energies (see Table 4).
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The W pairs are very eetively redued in the preseletion by the isolated lepton veto. Due
to the importane of this veto the unertainty from the lepton isolation angle and the vetoed one
energy is studied in the following way. The half-one angle of the outer one is inreased and
dereased by two degrees, following the studies in [28℄, and the relative eet on the seletion
determined. Furthermore the one energy is varied by 7.4% and the analyses are repeated.
The value of the one energy resaling is determined by the relative deviation of the mean of the
measured energy of the lepton andidates in the inner one between data and Monte Carlo in the
W+W− → qq¯lν sample. For signal eienies an analogous study was performed at the twelve
points desribed above. Both results for the relative hange of the seletion for the one opening
half-angle and one energy variation are added in quadrature and the root-mean-square of the 12
(MH,ΓH) hypotheses was taken to yield the total unertainty assoiated with the isolated lepton
veto (see Table 4).
The theoretial predition on the ross-setion for the two- and four-fermion proesses adds
an unertainty of 2% to the bakground unertainty [29℄. Finally, the unertainty due to the
limited Monte Carlo statistis is evaluated.
Table 5 summarises the results of the studies. All unertainties are assumed to be unorre-
lated and the individual ontributions are added in quadrature to obtain the total systemati
unertainties on the bakground expetation and signal eieny. The dominant systemati
unertainties on the signal eieny arise from the desription of the kinemati variables. The
bakground expetation is more aeted by the unertainty in the isolated lepton veto, as the
main ontribution of the bakground stems from four-fermion proesses. But the unertainty
assoiated with the desription of the kinemati variables is of similar magnitude. The limits
quoted in Setion 5.1 were alulated inluding the unertainties of Table 5. To estimate the
extent to whih the limits depend on the size of the systemati unertainties, the limit alulation
was repeated doubling the systemati unertainties. A omparison of the limits with single and
double systemati unertainties, done at similar representative points as used for the systemati
studies, showed that the exluded ross-setions typially derease between a half and one and
a half perent. A maximal redution of 2.1% was found.
5 Results
The results of the searh using eah of the ve dierent likelihood seletions, labelled A1-A5, after
a ut on the likelihood larger than 0.2 are summarised in Table 6, whih ompares the numbers of
observed andidates with the Standard Model bakground expetations. The data are ompatible
with the Standard Model bakground expetations. The remaining four-fermion bakground
onsists predominantly of W pairs, representing roughly three quarters of the bakground at
energies above the Z pair threshold. Figure 7 shows examples for signal eienies. For small
deay widths the dependene on the entre-of-mass energy is weak up to MH ≈ 80GeV, and
for large widths it is weak up to the kinemati limit. Beause of the entre-of-mass energy
dependene of the Bjorken ross-setion of a Higgs boson with mass MH, the lower entre-of-
mass energies ontribute more signiantly to the sensitivity for lighter Higgs bosons (see e.g.
in [8℄). For very light Higgs bosons the eieny is moderately redued by the preseletion uts
demanding a sizeable amount of missing energy. In the ase of broader Higgs resonanes with
high mass, one observes a generally enhaned eieny sine the hane of seleting events from
the low mass tail ompensates the suppression due to the falling prodution ross-setion of a
heavy Higgs boson.
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5.1 The upper limits on the prodution ross-setion times branhing ratio
Upper limits are alulated on the model-independent ross-setion σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS)
saled to
√
s = 206GeV. As the likelihood distributions are only loosely ut, one an use not
only the information from the integral number of seleted events (Table 6) but also from the
shape in a likelihood ratio [30℄ to set more sensitive upper limits. For eah entre-of-mass energy
separately, eah bin with a signal likelihood larger than 0.2 in the distributions of expeted
signal, bakground and seleted data is treated as a searh hannel. For eah entre-of-mass
energy the number of expeted signal events is saled to the total ross-setion (Equation 6). As
with the analysis desribed in [31℄, the likelihood distributions are given as disriminating input
to a limit program [32℄. A likelihood ratio is used to determine the signal ondene level, CLS,
dened in [30, 32℄, whih exludes the presene of a possible signal aording to the modied
frequentist approah [32℄. Additionally the program alulates the median upper number of
signal events that ould be exluded at 95% ondene level (CL). This number is then saled
to the total ross-setion at the entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV for eah (MH,ΓH) hypothesis.
The systemati unertainties on the bakground expetations and signal seletion eienies are
inluded aording a generalisation of the method desribed in [33℄.
A very ne san of the (MH,ΓH)-plane was performed by simulating the spetra of Higgs
bosons with a mass MH from 1 to 120GeV and widths ΓH starting at 1GeV up to 3 TeV. The
Higgs boson mass was simulated in steps of δMH = 1GeV. Simulated values of ΓH are spaed
in steps of 1GeV up to 5GeV. A spaing of δΓH = 5GeV is hosen from ΓH = 5GeV to ΓH =
750GeV. Above this value steps of δΓH = 50GeV are adopted up to the maximal ΓH of 3TeV.
Examples of the projetions of the observed upper ross-setion limits together with the
median expeted upper limits and the orresponding one and two standard deviation bands
on the expeted limits are displayed in Figure 8 for some hoies of ΓH. Above a width of
300GeV the exlusion plots look quite similar to the example displayed in Figure 8i) beause
the exluded limits do not hange very muh. The observed limits for ΓH & 60GeV are well
ontained in the one standard deviation bands on the expetations and generally do not exeed
two standard deviations exept in Figure 8 a) at MH = 114GeV. The disontinuities in the
graphs orrespond to hanges in the analyses. As one an observe, below ΓH . 40GeV the
analysis are hanged more often. Therefore the hane is higher that in a few bins there are
statistial utuations in the seleted data, that lead to a deviation of more than one standard
deviation around the median. Also the data seleted are highly orrelated, as one an see for
example in the upward utuation around MH = 114 GeV visible in Figure 8 a)-). All results
for the observed upper limits on σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS) are summarised in a ontour plot
(Figure 9) in the sanned (MH,ΓH)-plane. Above ΓH = 200GeV the observed upper limits are
in the range of 0.15 pb to 0.18 pb for all MH and vary very little. For suh large ΓH the reoil
mass distribution of the Higgs tends to be more and more uniformly strethed out over the mass
range explored. There is not muh dierene in the seletion of signal events for a Higgs boson
with e.g. a width of 400GeV or 600GeV in the onsidered range of Higgs masses. This prevents
any spei disriminating kinematial properties from being assigned to the expeted signal as
signal masses of a broad kinematial range are seleted with roughly equal probability. Therefore
only one likelihood analysis is used in this part of the searh area, seleting the same subset of
data and bakground. Sine the upper limit on the model-independent ross-setion refers to a
prodution ross-setion at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV, it must beome independent of
(MH,ΓH) for an extremely large ΓH. In this ase the shape of the Higgs signal would just be
a box, weighted with the prodution ross-setion from 1GeV to the kinemati limit of about
115GeV. The data are then ompared to an approximately onstant signal expetation. Hene
the upper limit on the ross-setion is approximately independent of the (MH,ΓH) hypothesis at
a value of roughly 0.16 pb. For resonanes with a deay width smaller than 200GeV there are
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regions where the limits are below 0.15 pb or even 0.1 pb for MH between 60 and 74GeV. In this
mass range the number of data events seleted is smaller than expeted. Above MH of 85GeV
the upper limits beome larger than 0.2 pb and rise onsiderably for small widths below 40GeV
(see Figure 8 a-e). This is due to the fat that the Higgs mass approahes the kinemati limit
and the likelihoods whih rely on kinematial variables like pTMIS lose disrimination power. A
maximal value of 0.57 pb is observed for MH of 114GeV and ΓH of 1GeV orresponding to a
ira two-σ exess in the data.
It should be kept in mind that no optimisation of the searh has been performed for ΓH
below 5GeV. In the region of heavy Higgs boson mass & 105GeV and small width a searh
using reoil mass spetra would be more sensitive. Therefore this region is more sensitively
overed by searhes that have been performed by the LEP experiments doumented in [2℄.
5.2 Interpretation of the result in the stealthy Higgs senario
Interpreting the width ΓH of a Higgs boson aording to Equation 5, and setting mphion to zero,
it was possible to set limits on ω in the stealthy Higgs senario. A range from ω = 0.04 to
ω = 24.45 was probed. The exluded regions are shown in Figure 10 at 95% ondene level
(CL) in the ω-MH parameter spae. To illustrate the Higgs boson width aording to Equation 5,
ontours of xed ΓH orresponding to a given mass MH and oupling ω are added to the plot.
The maximum exluded invisible width is about ΓH = 400GeV for Higgs boson masses . 35GeV,
dereasing slowly to ΓH = 115GeV for MH = 100GeV. The minimal exlusion of ω = 0.04 is
observed atMH = 1GeV and the maximal exlusion is ω = 5.9 forMH = 73GeV. For ω between
0.04 and 0.59 a Higgs mass from 1 to 103GeV ould be exluded. The maximal exluded Higgs
mass was 103GeV for width between 1 and 3GeV, ompared with the expeted exlusion of
106GeV.
The results presented in this study extend the previous deay-mode independent searhes
for new salar bosons with the OPAL detetor [5℄ to regions of larger ouplings and higher
Higgs boson masses. In [5℄ an interpretation within the stealthy Higgs model yielded a maximal
exluded oupling ω for masses around 30GeV, where ω was exluded up to ω = 2.7. That study
exluded Higgs boson masses up to MH = 81GeV. It should be pointed out that the deay-mode
independent searhes also studied Higgs widths between 0.1 and 1GeV and therefore over the
gap between searhes within senarios assuming a narrow deay width of the invisibly deaying
Higgs boson [2℄ and the searh presented in this paper up to MH = 81GeV.
6 Conlusions
A dediated searh was performed in the hannel e+e− → HZ with Z → qq¯ and the non-
Standard Model deay H → EMIS nal state allowing for invisible deay widths of the Higgs
boson from 1GeV up to 3TeV. The data taken by the OPAL detetor at LEP above the W
pair threshold were analysed. No indiation for a signal was found and upper limits were set on
σ(MH,ΓH)× BR(H→ EMIS). The maximal upper limit is 0.57 pb at MH = 114GeV and ΓH =
1GeV. Over the sanned region of the (MH,ΓH)-plane upper limits are generally of the order of
0.15 pb, espeially for large values of ΓH & 400GeV or Higgs boson masses . 85GeV.
The limits were interpreted in the stealthy Higgs senario assuming the presene of a large
number of massless singlet states. Limits were alulated on the oupling ω to a hidden salar
setor of the Higgs boson with a given mass MH. A large part of the parameter plane kinemati-
ally aessible with LEP 2 was exluded extending a previous exlusion published in [5℄. Values
for ω between 0.04 (MH = 1GeV) and 5.9 (MH = 73GeV) were exluded, and for ertain values
of ω Higgs boson masses are exluded up to MH = 103GeV. The possible non-detetion of a
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light Higgs boson at the LEP searhes due to non-Standard Model invisible Higgs boson deays
is therefore restrited to the ase of extremely large deay widths & 400GeV.
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binned
√
s nominal
√
s (GeV) year int. luminosity (pb−1) aid. veto (%)
> 180186 183 1997 40.0 3.37
> 186193 189 1998 199.8 2.24
> 193198 196 1999 70.4 2.53
> 198203 200 1999 112.0 2.96
> 203209 206 2000 206.9 2.22
Table 1: Breakdown of the analysed integrated data luminosities aording to the entre-of-mass
energies. The data was binned in ve nominal entre-of-mass energies. The last olumn states
the redution of the signal eienies and expeted bakground rates due to aidental triggering
of the forward energy veto in the preseletion, whih is not modelled in the Monte Carlo.
ut γγ qq( γ) 4-fermion total SM data
(1)-(5) 48795 15639 4880 69314 74178
(6) 148 10359 1394 11901 11779
(7) 62 9128 1336 10526 10472
(8) 44 4897 1167 6108 6264
(9) 33 1061 964 2058 2116
(10) 18 425 895 1338 1387
(11) 18 423 879 1320 1368
(12) 4 68 820 892 899
(13) 4 60 441 505 498
Table 2: Expeted number of Standard Model bakground events after the preseletion nor-
malised to a data luminosity of 629.1 pb−1. The total SM bakground after preseletion is
expeted to be 505 ± 5(stat) ± 21(syst). The ontributions of the dierent sublasses are bro-
ken down in olumn two to four for the two-photon, two-fermion and four-fermion proesses
respetively.
analysis bakground unertainty
label likelihood referene mass range (GeV) kinemati var. isol. lepton veto
A1 1 1120 2.4% 2.4%
A2 2 1120 1.6% 2.3%
A3 1 5080 1.0% 2.5%
A4 2 5080 1.6% 2.6%
A5 2 80120 1.1% 1.5%
hoie for unertainty 2.4% 2.4%
Table 3: Results of the study of systemati unertainties of the expeted bakground for the
ve kinds of analyses, labelled A1-A5, used in the searh (see Figure 2) at a entre-of-mass
energy of 206GeV. Sine the analysis labelled A1 overs the largest part of the searh area, its
unertainty was hosen as representative unertainty on the bakground due to the unertainty
in the kinemati variables and the isolated lepton veto at all entre-of-mass energies.
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signal hypothesis eieny unertainty
MH (GeV) ΓH (GeV) kinemati var. isol. lepton veto
20 5 0.6% 0.6%
20 20 0.4% 0.7%
20 70 0.3% 0.7%
20 200 0.1% 0.7%
60 5 0.7% 0.8%
60 20 0.7% 0.8%
60 70 0.2% 0.8%
60 200 0.3% 0.7%
110 5 5.5% 0.7%
110 20 2.9% 0.8%
110 70 1.3% 0.8%
110 200 0.1% 0.8%
allMH and ΓH 1.9% 0.7%
Table 4: Results of the study of systemati unertainties in twelve representative (MH,ΓH)-points
at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV. For eah soure the root-mean-square of the individual
unertainties in the twelve points was taken to get an (MH,ΓH) independent estimate of the
unertainty at all entre-of-mass energies.
soure bakground unertainty eieny unertainty
kinemati variables 2.4% 1.9%
isolated lepton veto 2.4% 0.7%
limited MC statistis 1.0% 0.2%
predition 2- and 4-f ross-set. 2.0% -
total unertainty 4.1% 2.0%
Table 5: Results of the study of systemati unertainties of the bakground for the ve analyses
(see Table 3) and of the signal eienies in twelve representative (MH,ΓH)-points (see Table 4)
at a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV. The total unertainty on bakground expetation and
signal eieny is applied at all entre-of-mass energies and for all (MH,ΓH) hypotheses.
label referene masses likelihood 2-fermion 4-fermion total SM data
A1 1120 GeV type 1 11 374 385 ± 4 ± 16 369
A2 1120 GeV type 2 3 378 381 ± 4 ± 16 370
A3 5080 GeV type 1 5 315 320 ± 3 ± 13 305
A4 5080 GeV type 2 2 315 317 ± 3 ± 13 310
A5 80120 GeV type 2 8 247 255 ± 3 ± 11 253
Table 6: The likelihood seletion of events with a signal likelihood exeeding 0.2 aording
to the dierent searh strategies. The individual ontributions to the total Standard Model
bakground of two-fermion and four-fermion bakground is broken down in the seond and third
olumn respetively. For the total Standard Model bakground the statistial and the systemati
unertainty is also given.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the preseletion variables after the preseletion uts (1)-(5). All lasses
of Standard Model bakground and data are added for all analysed entre-of-mass energies. The
distributions of three arbitrarily saled signal hypotheses at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open
histograms.
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Figure 2: In total ve analyses were used to over the plane of hypothetial Higgs mass and deay
width pairings. The analyses dier in whether the rst or seond likelihood was used (denoted
by the number in the ell) and what signal masses where used in lling the referene histograms
(depited by the shading of the ell). The pattern resulted from an optimisation starting with
ΓH = 5 GeV up to 50 GeV. Below ΓH = 5 GeV the pattern was simply ontinued and not
optimised anymore. Above 50 GeV a simple ontinuation of the pattern was found and proved
to be suiently sensitive.
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Figure 3: Distributions of the likelihood variables. All lasses of Standard Model bakground
and data are added for all entre-of-mass energies analysed. The distributions of three arbitrary
saled signal examples at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open histograms. The variables shown
ontribute to likelihood 1 and 2 as they exploit general properties of the signal signature.
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Figure 4: Distributions of the likelihood variables. All lasses of Standard Model bakground
and data are added for all entre-of-mass energies analysed. The distributions of three arbitrary
saled signal examples at
√
s = 206GeV are displayed as open histograms. The variables shown
are ombined with the ones of Figure 3 to onstrut the likelihood 1 used in a general searh at
dierent MH and ΓH.
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Figure 6: Examples of some of the likelihood seletions. Figure 6 e), f), h) orresponds to analysis
A1 (as labelled in Table 3 and 6), a) to A3, b) to A4 and ), d) to A5. The OPAL data and the
expeted 2-fermion and 4-fermion bakground are added for all analysed entre-of-mass energies.
The signal hypothesis in the hathed histograms is normalised to the number of expeted signal
events and added to the bakground. The open histograms display the shapes of saled signal
distributions.
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Figure 7: Examples for the seletion eieny after a ut on the signal likelihood greater than
0.2 versus the Higgs mass MH as funtion of the assumed deay width ΓH at the dierent
√
s.
The error is the binomial error on the seleted event weights and smaller than the markers.
Lines are added to guide the eye. A signal in the range of 80 to 90 GeV suers from a drop in
the eieny due to the relatively large remaining W- and Z-pair bakgrounds. For a smaller
widths ΓH the eieny to detet a relatively heavy (above 100GeV) and more Standard Model
like Higgs boson is more restrited by the available
√
s. For a large ΓH signal hypothesis, the
kinemati distributions of events and the distribution of weights assigned to these events are
broader. Therefore it is more likely to selet a larger fration of the event weights leading to
more uniform eieny, that does not depend very muh on the entre-of-mass energy.
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Figure 8: The model independent upper limits at 95% CL on the prodution ross-setion times
branhing ratio, σprod×BRinv, saled to a entre-of-mass energy of 206GeV for Higgs mass MH
and some examples of the Higgs deay width ΓH. The disontinuities in the limits reet the
hanges in the analysis used at this mass (see Figure 2).
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Figure 9: The exlusion ontours at 95% CL on the model independent prodution ross-setion
times branhing ratio, σprod×BRinv, for Higgs boson massMH and the Higgs boson deay width
ΓH up to 3TeV (note a hange in logarithmi sale below ΓH = 5GeV for better visibility). Solid
and dashed lines delimit areas of exluded upper limits. Cross-setions times branhing ratio
between 0.07 pb and 0.57 pb are exluded with the OPAL data above
√
s = 183GeV.
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Figure 10: The exlusion ontours at 95% CL on the Higgs mass MH and the Higgs-phion
oupling ω of the stealthy Higgs model. The values of ω are related to the deay width ΓH via
ΓH(MH) = ΓSM(MH) +
ω2v2
32piMH
, in the ase of massless phions (see Equation 5). Contours of
xed ΓH are also shown in the plot as dashed lines.
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